Seth Mokitimi

In 1963 Seth Mokitimi became the first black President of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa. The
Rev Mokitimi was an educationalist, leader, preacher and pastor whose life modelled the transformative
servant-leadership we seek to form at SMMS. The “watchword” of a new South Africa, Mokitimi said,
“must no longer be white or black, but black and white, none regarding the other as a menace but each
in his own way contributing towards the full harmony of our South African life.”

Where we are situated

SMMS is situated in the suburb of Epworth in Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.
It’s nearby neighbours include the University of KwaZuluNatal, Epworth High School for Girls, a Christian school with
a Methodist ethos and a number of other high and primary
schools.
Some significant names associated with the City are
Mahatma Gandhi (thrown off the train for sitting in a Whites
Only section in 1893), Nelson Mandela (arrested nearby in
1962), Alan Paton (The author of Cry The Beloved Country).

Contact us:
Telephone: 		

+27 33 846 8600,

Fax:			

+27 33 846 8620

Postal Address:

Postnet Suite #235, Private Bag X6, Cascades 3202, South Africa

Physical Address:

115 Golf Road, Epworth, Pietermaritzburg, 3201

Website: 		

www.smms.ac.za

Facebook: 		

Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary Friends
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HISTORICAL BACKROUND OF SMMS
SMMS is built on a long history of theological education and ministerial formation that since 1867 has included Healdtown
and Lesseyton, Bollihope, Fort Hare and Rhodes Universities, the Federal Theological Seminary and John Wesley College,
Pretoria. Taken together, the story of these places speaks of the Methodist Church’s longstanding commitment to invest in
the education and formation of those who respond to God’s call to the ordained ministry.
In 2004, MCSA Presiding Bishop Ivan Abrahams, concerned by the standards of the ministry, set up a commission
to review theological education and ministerial training, chaired by Rev Dr Donald Cragg. The route the commission chose
was to first profile the kind of clergy required for 21st Century Southern Africa. This was done by engaging the question,
“What would an ‘effective minister for a church in mission’ look like?” and having developed their desired profile, they followed it with the question, “What kind of training and formation would best produce such a minister?” They engaged with
the current MCSA theological training community, conducted surveys of clergy and laity, toured campuses, examined what
other denominations were doing, and then distilled their findings in a report presented to the MCSA Conference of 2005.
The central finding of the commission was that the desired outcomes would be better achieved by an immediate
return to a full three-year, residential, “in community” training regime. It was also determined to place as much emphasis on
the inculcation of the Christian disciplines of piety, worship, compassion and justice – personal and social holiness - as on
academic study. Essentially, while dispersed “in-service” probationers might study successfully for graduation, the commission believed that only in a disciplined community could they be formed for Ordination.
It was recommended that the new seminary be located in Pietermaritzburg because of its accessibility to what was
then the School of Religion and Theology at UKZN and the opportunity for ecumenical engagement with the Pietermaritzburg Cluster of Theological Institutions.
While the 2005 Methodist Conference overwhelmingly approved the proposals of the commission subject to the
availability of funds, it was two years before there was enough clarity to begin serious work on SMMS. In September, 2007
Rev Prof Peter Storey, a retired MCSA bishop recently returned from nine years teaching in seminaries in the USA was
appointed to head up the project. He chaired a Planning Executive that was tasked with designing, funding and building a
new seminary within three years. Amazingly, this was achieved and the pioneer seminarians entered SMMS in January,
2009. The new R64 million campus was declared open in September, 2010. One unique element in this enterprise is that
SMMS is probably the only such campus anywhere in Africa built entirely without foreign funds.
The first President of SMMS was Rev Dr Ross Olivier, who served from late 2008 until his untimely death in May,
2012. He was primarily responsible for establishing the ethos that now characterises a unique seminary. Faculty, staff and
seminarians determined that the best tribute to their first President would be a joyous and successful Graduation Service
later that month.
Rev Dr Olivier was succeeded by Prof Peter Storey on an interim basis until the end of 2012. In January 2013 SMMS received its third President, Rev Dr Mvume Dandala who retired at the end of 2015 and SMMS welcomed Rev Prof Simanga
Kumalo in January of 2016.
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ABOUT SMMS
“To form transforming leaders for church and nation by providing
the spiritual formation, academic and practical training required to
develop skilled Methodist ministers of integrity, faithfulness and excellence.”
Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary “forms transforming leaders for church and nation” by providing the spiritual
formation, academic, vocational and practical training required to develop skilled leaders of integrity, faithfulness and excellence. The academic faculty of the Seminary is passionately committed and qualified to develop
the kind of transformational leaders the church and nation need. All are committed to teaching theology in an
African context whilst retaining a sense of the international perspective - local and global worldviews - with an
emphasis on empowering people for the development of our emerging society.
Our mission statement gives expression to our conviction that transformative leadership is vital if Southern
Africa is to achieve its full potential and become a region that is fully healed, reconciled, able to address critical
challenges, respect the dignity and basic human rights of all people, and deliver the essential and humanising
services that characterise societies at their best – a vision of transformative leadership. Within the sphere of the
church, such leaders are people:
1.

Whose spiritual life has been formed and continues to be nourished by the Gospel and by the rich 		
traditions of Christian spirituality and the Wesleyan heritage;

2.

Whose personal conduct and way of life are above reproach and an example to others;

3.

Who have a passion to call people to Christian discipleship, to instruct them in the Faith and to build up
the Church of Christ;

4.

Who have been trained to think theologically, to interpret and expound Scripture faithfully and to preach
effectively;

5.

Who have been equipped to serve in any part of the diverse southern African community and are willing
to do so;

6.

Who work for reconciliation and the unity of the people of God;

7.

Who care pastorally for the needs of God’s people;

8.

Who can give guidance on ethical issues and are equipped to critique the policies of government and the
practices of civil society in the light of Christian teaching;

9.

Who respect the dignity of all people, resisting injustice and seeking to empower all people, especially
the poor and marginalized, to develop to their full potential as children of God.

Whilst these virtues and skills have special relevance for the church, they represent characteristics we believe
are equally desirable for all transformative leaders working for a just, democratic society, recognising the
cultural diversity of our context and expressing our explicit intention to embrace diversity. Accordingly, our
program is entirely integrated in every respect. The daily chapel services are conducted on a multilingual basis
and multilingual resources are constantly being developed for this purpose. The present seminary community
includes people from many cultural groups from a number of southern African nations; men and women; young
and old. The intention is that this community is a precursor of the diverse, yet unified, southern Africa for which
so many have sacrificed so much for so long.
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GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT
In the words of Dr Kim Cape, the General Secretary of the General Board of
Higher Education and Ministry, “Education is part of our Methodist DNA.” Those of
us who are entrusted with the responsibility of administering, teaching and doing
research at Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary (SMMS), fully align ourselves with
this bold claim. This is because we are aware that from the beginning, Methodism
was born on the grounds of an institution of higher learning. It was initiated by
theological students at Oxford University who belonged to the Holy Club and were
inspired by a fellow student and tutor who was busy with his Masters of Arts in
Theology, a man by the name of John Wesley. What distinguished this exuberant
group of students was their commitment to bringing vital piety and knowledge
into a creative synergy. The two had to be brought together for holistic wellbeing.
This has remained the foundation of Methodism on which Southern African Methodism was also built over two
centuries ago.
The year 2017 has been declared by the Conference of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa(MCSA) as the
year of celebrating two hundred years of Methodism in our connexion which spans overs six countries namely
South Africa, Mozambique Swaziland, Botswana, Lesotho and Namibia.
Amongst the greatest achievements of this connexion is Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary, which is a project of
the MCSA. Through this institution, the MCSA seeks to produce “Transforming Leaders for Church and Nation.”
SMMS trains leaders from and for these countries. As the church has done in the past by producing great
leaders such as Nelson Mandela (SA), Edwardo Mondlane (Mozambique), Arthur Khoza (Swaziland), Seth
Mokitmi (Lesotho), Musa Dube (Botswana), Mvume Dandala, Peter Storey, Purity Malinga, Ivan Abrahams (SA)
and others, it hopes to continue this tradition in the future through SMMS.
Theological education has always been the heart and life of the church and it informs its mission so that it can
make a profound impact on the world. Churches, especially those that are progressive, look up to the Seminary
for passionate trained leadership and for emerging theological ideas that will help them to remain relevant in
a continuously evolving environment. Since its establishment, the MCSA has always looked at its seminaries
such as Healdtown, Lesseyton, Alice, FEDSEM, Kilnerton and now SMMS for the production of transforming
leaders. Indeed, none of these institutions has ever failed our church. SMMS is also committed to taking this
baton forward by building on the rich legacy of the previous institutions.
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Greetings from the President cont.

Located in Pietermaritzburg on the edge of the campus of one of South Africa’s great universities the University
of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) and being part of the Cluster of Theological Institutions which include, UKZN, the
Evangelical Seminary for Southern Africa (ESSA), The Congregational Church House of Formation and the
St. Joseph’s Theological Seminary (Catholic), it has incredibly been enriched and advantaged by this strategic
location. Moreover, since it collaborates in the training of church leaders for the Congregational Church and
the African Methodist Episcopal Church (AME), SMMS has enjoyed an ecumenical and intercultural climate.
Furthermore, our partnership with institutions such as Duke University and others on the international stage has
enriched our endeavour to be a centre of excellence for the study of theology.
SMMS is blessed with an excellent cadre of staff members and leaders. These range from full-time academic
staff, adjuncts and international scholars from different parts of the world who offer their time and resources to
us. There are also a number of outstanding leaders who offer their time and resources in the governance and
leadership structures of the Seminary. Each of these people is committed to the vision of SMMS that is to “Form
Transforming Leaders for Church and Nation.”
You too can join us at SMMS by being a friend of SMMS, by giving to the work that we are doing by completing
the form attached in this report or by transferring your gift straight to our account. Every gift counts. Gifts
are used to support struggling indebted students with bursaries, supporting our community Field Education
initiatives, meals for poor seminarians and maintenance of our buildings.
We now invite you not only to read these pages, but also to visit SMMS, browse our website, become one of our
regular sponsors, join us in our daily worship, participate in our cutting edge lectures by international scholars
and experience the joy of bringing knowledge and vital piety into a creative synergy so that you too can do your
part in transforming the church and our nations.

Grace and Peace

Prof R Simangaliso Kumalo
President
Pietermaritzburg 2016
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Forming Transforming Leaders for Church & Nation
The Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary (SMMS) understood right from the beginning that its task was two-fold:
to produce graduates with strong academic credentials in theology, as well as to form individuals of spiritual
maturity with impeccable personal values and virtues.
We cannot over-emphasise the importance of a clergy that has strong academic credentials. Today we live in a
highly complex world and our Ministers need to have an education that is deep enough, wide enough, and good
enough to minister in this world with all of its complexity. It is sad when Ministers have not attained a comparable
level of proficiency in their line of work.
At the same time, if there is anything that the world desperately needs right now, it is leaders of integrity,
faithfulness and excellence. Transformative leadership is vital if southern Africa is to achieve its full potential
and become a region that is fully healed, reconciled, able to address critical challenges, respects the dignity and
basic human rights of all people, and delivers the essential and humanising services that characterise societies
at their best.
As such, SMMS prides itself on its parallel and integrated Academic and Formation Programmes. We believe
that one without the other is not enough.
SMMS’ mission statement - to form transforming leaders for church and nation by providing the spiritual formation,
academic and practical training required to develop skilled Methodist ministers of integrity, faithfulness and
excellence – speaks for itself.
We present this report to give an overview of how we have tried to live up to our mission during the period
under review.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMME
Overview
The objectives of the Academic department are to:
• educate students in the essential foundations of their faith within a holistic and contextual framework.
• train students in their historical, cultural, and spiritual heritage.
• sensitise students on the mission of the church amidst contemporary social, economic, and political
realities, and be agents of social transformation.
• encourage students in their vision to become worthy servants of God and humanity, and in their vision to
build their community and nation.
The department remained faithful to its mandate of delivering quality theological training that meets international
standards while at the same time remaining faithful to its context.
With the idea of growth in mind, the offices of Registrar and Academic Dean were separated right at the beginning
of the year. This meant that the Academic Dean would devote all her time to academic issues while the Registrar
would dedicate all her time to that office, ensuring that the registration of the students proceed smoothly and that
the institution maintains its registration with the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET).
SMMS’ academic programmes enjoy full registration status with the DHET. Three of its programmes namely,
Bachelor’s Degree in Theology (BTh), Diploma in Practical Ministry and the Higher Certificate in Christian Ministry
(HCCM) are accredited by the Council for Higher Education (CHE). While the first two are full-time programmes,
the third is a part time distance learning programme.
During the 2016 academic year, the institution had a total enrolment of 243 students. 91 full time students
were registered for the Degree and Diploma programmes while 152 were part time HCCM students.
The Academic programme went very well. Faculty staff continued to show their selfless dedication to their
duties. Adjunct lecturers were also committed to SMMS.
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Research and Special Programmes Unit (RSPU)
During the year under review, the Research and Special Programmes Unit was established as a sub-unit
within the Academic department to address matters of research and other options of learning and training in
theological education which do not necessarily fall under the normal registered Diploma and the Bachelor’s
degree contact programmes. The initial objective of establishing the RSPU has been to provide support to the
aspect of research and provide an opportunity for distance learning to those who are not able to study on a full
time contact basis.
The HCCM was introduced at the beginning of the year with amazing results. As a pilot year, 2016 was a huge
success. Enrolment to the programme saw a phenomenal rise from 36 students in the first semester to a total
of 117 students in the second semester. Based on these statistics of the pilot year, it is evident that the HCCM
programme has massive potential for growth.
Although generally the pilot year was a huge success, a lot of lessons were learnt on the way. These lessons,
together with the regular evaluation of the programme during the year, have enabled the institution to better the
programme and live up to its reputation as a preferred provider of quality theological education.
It is this regular evaluation that resulted in the decision to withdraw the mid-year intake for the HCCM. This
means that there will only be one intake of distance learning students a year. The key reason for this decision
is to eliminate chances of poor performance as noted in 2016 among students who begin their studies in the
second semester as compared to those that begin in the first semester. Course content was also continuously
updated.
Of course the introduction of the programme meant added responsibilities to an already strained faculty staff.
As the year was coming to an end, discussions around involvement of more adjunct lecturers were taking place.
Also at the table was the idea of investing in an on-line programme if an effective distance learning programme
is to happen in this era.
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Promoting a Culture of Research
Of its key tasks, the research element within the RSPU seeks to build a culture of rigorous research among
the academic staff. We believe that SMMS involvement in research will not only promote, but also enrich the
overall profile of the seminary as an academic institution of higher learning.
By placing great emphasis on research, staff members were always called upon to validate their status as
intellectuals by engaging in extensive research within their fields of expertise. It is envisioned that this will not only
enhance the academics at the seminary but also enable the institution as a whole to transcend its denominational
affiliations and set SMMS on institutional prominence in the academic ranking with other institutions of higher
learning.

Peter Storey Lecture and Graduation service
In May, the seminary community was delighted to host Public Protector, Advocate Thuli Madonsela, as
she delivered the fifth Annual Peter Storey Lecture. Speaking on The Role of the Faith Communities in the
Development of Good Governance - a Perspective of the Public Protector, Adv Madonsela shared her hope that
the seminary will produce ecumenical leaders who go beyond spiritual ministering and play a role in highlighting
and helping address the conditions people live in.
During the graduation service the following day, seventeen students graduated with their Bachelor’s degrees
while three graduated with Diplomas. The guest speaker Prof Vuyani Vellem dealt with the harrowing experience
of impoverishment and the oppression of the poor after the struggles of liberation and the attainment of political
liberation.
Typical of SMMS events, both events were well organised, attended and a major success.
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Academic collaboration with UKZN

The collaborative relationship between SMMS and the School of Religion, Philosophy and Classics at the

University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) continued to grow from strength to strength. Some lecturers from UKZN were
teaching courses at the seminary. These were Dr Billy Meyer, who continues to teach Greek and Rev Matthew
Shabele from the Lutheran Theological Institute who taught Hebrew. This gave seminarians exposure to the
same standard of teaching as the UKZN students. To show how the collaboration is beneficial to SMMS, three
of the academic staff were appointed as honorary lecturers at UKZN. These are Drs Kennedy Owino, Rowanne
Marie and Eraste Nyirimana. It is envisioned that these appointments will enhance institutional credibility through
the involvement of SMMS academic staff in research and supervision of UKZN postgraduate students.
Several international conferences were co-hosted and SMMS was used as the venue. In October, the second
Annual Critical Investigations into Humanitarianism in Africa (CIHA) Blog Conference was co-hosted and held
at SMMS. It ran under the theme Religion, Governance and Humanitarianism in Africa. There was also the
international conference on Human Sexuality and the Church. The first of its kind to be hosted in a theological
seminary. Both conference were well attended and SMMS participated in them. Faculty staff also presented
papers during these and other international conferences.

Guest lectures

As an institution that is very receptive to new forms of knowledge and new ideas, SMMS strives to bring to

the Village scholars of international repute to deliver papers, share ideas and mingle with students and staff.
To this end, numerous scholars from all over the world visited the seminary during the reporting period to share
their ideas with the Village community. These include Rev Dr Edwin C Sanders II, founder and pastor of the
Metropolitan Interdenominational Church in Nashville, Tennessee in the US, Dr Matthew Charlton, Assistant
General Secretary of the General Board of Higher Education and Ministry (GBHEM) responsible for Collegiate
Ministry, Dr Dan Struble of the Duke Divinity School and Prof William Stephens, former Methodist Bishop of
the Gambia, who is now based in the UK and a very committed benefactor of SMMS. Students enjoyed the
perspectives and insights that these distinguished scholars brought.
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Moslem scholar “resurrects” South African Christian heroine

In November, Prof Cherif Keita of Carleton College in the United States, visited SMMS to share the interesting

story of how he helped to “resurrect” Nokuthela, the first wife of the first African National Congress (ANC)
President, Rev John Langalibalele Dube. Prof Keita, who has done a lot of research on the Dubes, described how
Nokuthela was instrumental to the success of her husband, yet did not get the recognition that she deserved. “In
spite of all her contributions to the success of her husband, she was buried in Brixton Cemetery in an unmarked
grave, upon her death in 1917, in a way silenced for ninety years and erased from history until in 2009 when
Johannesburg City Parks located her grave,” Prof Keita said. It was ground-breaking for a Moslem scholar to
visit and teach students at a Christian seminary.

SMMS opens up to other denominations
SMMS is open for partnerships with other denominations. To this end, a Memorandum of Understanding
was signed with the United Congregational Church of Southern Africa (UCCSA) in which the UCCSA formally
decided to train their ministers at SMMS. At the end of the reporting period, there were ten UCCSA students
studying at SMMS. In the HCCM programme, the seminary is also training students from the African Methodist
Episcopal (AME) Church. At the end of the year, 32 AME students were studying through the programme.

Archives initiative
During the year under review, SMMS also embarked on a ground-breaking archives initiative to collect the
institutional records of enduring administrative, legal, fiscal, and historical value. The mission of the initiative
is to collect, preserve, arrange, describe and make available for scholarly research the historical record of the
origin, development, programmes, ministry, influence, liturgical practices, heritage and people of the seminary
and the MCSA in general. The archives will also draw material on the historical development of Methodism from
the rest of the African continent. Amongst the archives that have already been stored are those on the historical
development of SMMS, papers of Dr Mvume Dandala and material on the Black Methodist Consultation (BMC).
The archives will be open to researchers working on any aspects of Methodism.
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Challenges

While the Academic Department recorded many successes over the past year, it also had its challenges

which staff tried hard to work through effectively. The shortage of full time teaching staff was a major challenge
to the Academic Programme. The department is short staffed. This has taken a toll on faculty members who are
stretched to the limits with carrying extra courses as well as shouldering all the other responsibilities that are laid
on them. This is at the cost of their own academic growth and related development.

Looking to the Future
Certificate of Competence in Christian Ministry (CCM)
In addition to the HCCM which SMMS pioneered during the past year as part of its distance learning programme,
the RSPU was involved in a collaboration with the EMMU in putting together a new programme specifically for
training Local Preachers of the MCSA. Hence, the CCM will be offered as an in-house arrangement between
SMMS-EMMU. At the end of the year, all was set for the launch of the programme in January 2017. (See full
details under ACADEMIC PROGAMMES)

Bachelor of Theology (Honours) Degree programme
In response to the growing number of requests by Methodist ministers in the field and current students to
enable them to study further, an application was submitted to the Council for Higher Education (CHE) to start an
Honours degree programme with a focus on Chaplaincy and Christian leadership. SMMS intends to collaborate
with the UKZN School of Religion, Philosophy and Classics as far as teaching and supervision are concerned. It
is hoped that the programme will respond to a need for a block release programme aimed at ministers in circuits
and that it will grow the seminary’s enrolment numbers.
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FORMATION PROGRAMME
		 The Formation Programme is made up of the following aspects: Chapel worship, Field Education Ministry
(FEM), Church placements and the Discipleship Covenant Groups.

Chapel worship

The Chapel of Christ the Servant is viewed as a sacred place for devotion, reflection and connection with God.
It is also a point of integration of academic and practical theological programmes. During the year under review,
an approach of symbolism and belief to help seminarians to relate better to the theology of Form, Order, Content
and Style, was introduced. The approach was embraced by many seminarians who saw value and meaning of
what it means to refer to worship as both a celebration and process of discovering truth at its deepest level.
SMMS is probably the only Methodist seminary that has chapel worship services each weekday morning.
There is also a Sunday morning service for all first and second year seminarians during the academic year. Holy
Communion Service for seminarians takes place on the first Sunday of the month. Seminarians take turns in
designing liturgies and leading worship during the week and academics take the Sunday service, together with
visiting academics. The Sunday service has become a fully fledged service with members from the surrounding
communities attending. The SMMS congregation is understood as a teaching church, which means that it is a
place where seminarians can practice ministry.
As part of spiritual formation, the seminary was designed in a way that affords space for personal spiritual
disciplines. This space is available in the especially designed seminary gardens which are located in secluded
spots behind the chapel. These are sacred spaces set aside for spiritual experiences.

Field Education Ministry (FEM)
The FEM programme involves placing students in a wide-range of community-based projects. This is designed
to give students practical exposure to critical social needs, work alongside successful practitioners in a range
of designated projects, experience best practice models, and interact with both state and non-governmental
agencies. The purpose of such placements is to expose students to the role of the church in community
transformation and the value of social partnerships across the full range of complex social needs.
The FEM Programme started very well with all necessary preparations in place. Seminarians went out to
hospitals, prisons, houses of mercy and schools, every second Thursday of the month. Seminarians are expected
to take turns in designing liturgies and leading worship during the week.The Sunday service has become a
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fully fleshed service with members from the surrounding communities attending. The SMMS congregation is
understood as a teaching church, which means that it is a place where Seminarians can practice ministry.
It was pleasing to see seminarians going out of their way to leave a mark and impact positively in communities. It
was in the Copesville community that the impact of the students’ interventions was outstanding. Some seminarians
who hold relevant qualifications, were assisting with the teaching of maths and science at Copesville High
School. In the same community, seminarians started an initiative of educating and sharing with the community
the importance of unity and working against the culture of vandalism. The community had witnessed violence
related to service delivery in which a clinic had been burnt down. At the Town Hill Mental Health Institution,
seminarians observed a pattern of relapse among discharged patients. At the end of the reporting period, they
were on the verge of starting a support group of the discharged people.
At Mpophomeni, seminarians linked some destitute families with the local councillor and the Department of
Social Development so that they would be able to access social grants. At Oribi, a community of mostly poor
white and coloured people, seminarians identified a need to do a social analysis. They brought community
members together who approached government departments to bring basic services to the community. The
seminarians also supported the Peja family by erecting a temporary structure at Honeyville after their home was
destroyed by heavy rains.
The Formation Unit afforded seminarians a mid-semester review of the FEM Programme and a lot of helpful
feedback was recieved. At the end of the reporting period, the unit was in a process of revisiting and rethinking
the weakest links in the system with an aim of realigning and overhauling the entire programme.

Church placements
Church placements involve placing third year seminarians in local churches. During placements, students are
given an opportunity to acquire skills in a range of areas pertaining to the ministry and mission of the church.
The year started with a meeting arranged with Superintendents from nearby circuits to outline expectations
and objectives including principles governing the partnership. During the mid-semester review an important
analysis of the current practice of placements and the partnership happened. The Unit has since been exploring
a turnaround strategy to maximise benefits for both sides.
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Covenant Discipleship Groups (CDGs)

Seminarians are assigned to CDGs at the beginning of each year. These are organised primarily by age

cohort and they meet for an hour each week. Each group is assigned a staff member as a mentor. The purpose
of the groups is to promote fellowship and to create a space for seminarians to share and work on their personal
and spiritual growth. During the past year, the groups were meeting each week and all appeared to be moving
smoothly. From its inception the Seminary adopted the Benedictine spirituality approach where work and prayer
go hand in hand. It is for this reason that CDGs are involved in the food gardening. In as much as these gardens
also serve to enhance and empower the future leaders with skills which will be useful in their future ministries to
address the most important needs of the community, the spiritual aspect of gardening is also emphasised.

Centre for Social Justice and Transformation

Southern Africa faces a myriad of social challenges and it is important that future Ministers are socially

aware and have the skills and competence to deal with these challenges and be agents of change in the
communities that they serve. With this in mind, SMMS established the Khoza Mgojo Centre for Social Justice
and Transformation whose areas of focus include Gender and Human Sexuality, Migration and Xenophobia,
Race, Ethnicity, and Food Security, among others. The vision of the Centre is to become a locus for knowledge
production and dissemination as a means to produce tangible social change in communities.
Over and above knowledge production and dissemination, students are placed in social justice and ecumenical
organisations, as well as community based organisations that are working on a variety of social issues. That way
the seminarians will acquire skills and practical experience of facilitating change processes in communities and
churches.
It is envisaged that the Centre will be a vehicle through which students acquire and disseminate knowledge
on a vast array of social justice issues which knowledge will produce tangible social change in communities.
Meetings were held with various stakeholders and at the end of the year, the centre was becoming a reality.
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Chaplaincy expo
In October, a chaplaincy expo was held to introduce students to the important ministry of chaplaincy. The
students who participated in the expo hailed it as an eye-opener. The success of the event made the seminary
resolve to establish a Chaplaincy programme.

SMMS Seeks International Partnerships

SMMS President, Prof Kumalo, met with representatives of US seminaries and universities, to explore possible

partnerships with SMMS. Prof Kumalo met with the leadership of the Southern Methodist University’s Perkins
School of Theology in Dallas, Texas and discussed the possibility of an exchange programme for staff and
students of the two institutions. A Memorandum of Understanding was prepared for signing. The President also
met with the Dean of Duke Divinity School to discuss a partnership between the two institutions. Duke’s Director
of International Relations was to visit SMMS early in the new year to finalise the MOU. These partnerships will,
no doubt, be advantageous to SMMS.

SMMS opens up to other denominations

SMMS is open for partnerships with other denominations. To this end, a Memorandum of Understanding was

signed with the United Congregational Church of Southern Africa (UCCSA) in which the UCCSA formally decided to train their ministers at SMMS. At the end of the reporting period, there were ten UCCSA students studying
at SMMS. In the HCCM programme, the seminary is also training students from the African Methodist Episcopal
(AME) Church. At the end of the year, 32 AME students were studying under the programme.

Quality Assurance and Evaluation of Programmes

Periodic evaluation of an institution’s offerings is necessary to improve their quality and relevance. Because

SMMS endeavours to offer quality theological and formation education in the region, it is important that quality
assurance and evaluation of its programmes be done on regular basis. To this end, the service of Prof Jonathan
Draper, a well-respected expert in theological education, was engaged. The objective of the evaluation is to
ensure that future students who decide to study at SMMS will obtain the best education in the field of ministerial
studies. The evaluation is expected to cover a very broad range of issues across the institution. This will also be
in preparation of an audit that will be instituted by the government in 2017.
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SMMS GOVERNING COUNCIL 2016

Back row: Dr. Vukile Mehane, Bishop William Dlamini, Prof. Mokhele Madise, Bishop Mike Vorster,
Mr. James Nkosi (Lay President), Rev.Vuyo Dlamini, Mrs Pumla Msutu, Mr. Madoda Ngewnya (SEC Chairperson),
Rev. Yvette Moses, Rev. Bonginkosi Zulu, Mr. Monde Memeza (SEC Sec), Mr. Thulani Gcabashe
Front row: Rev. Purity Malinga, Prof. Simangaliso Kumalo (SMMS President), Bishop Zipho Siwa (Presiding Bishop),
Prof Gordon Zide (GC Chairperson), Rev. Charmaine Morgan (Gen. Sec. MCSA), Rev. Lea Marumo

SMMS is proud to have these internationally recognised theological scholars as members of its
advisory board:
Professor Trygve Wyller		University of Oslo, Norway
Professor Stephen Chapman 		Duke University, North Carolina
Professor Rosetta Ross 		Spelman College, Atlanta
Professor Joerg Rieger 		Vanderbilt University, Nashville Tennessee
Professor Isabel Phiri		World Council of Churches
Professor Gerald West 		University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa
Professor Emmanuel Lartey		Emory University, Atlanta
Dr Willy Mafuta		COE College, Iowa
Dr Volmenta Mtata		Lutheran World Federation
Dr Sidney Cooper		United Theological College of Zambia
Dr Rosinah Gabaitse 		University of Botswana
Dr Patrick Mthethwa 		University of Swaziland
Dr Jane Leach		Cambridge University, England
Dr Amos Nascimento		Global Education General Board
		of Higher Education and Ministry
The Right Reverend Professor 		Emeritus Professor of Church History,
William Peter Stephens 		The University of Aberdeen
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STAFF

Grand Chancellor

Prof Gordon Zide

Justice Dikgang Moseneke

Governing Council Chairperson

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Rev Prof
R Simangaliso
Kumalo
President SMMS

Dr Rowanne
Marie
Academic Dean

Prof Kumalo joins SMMS from
the School of Religion, Philsosophy and Classics, UKZN,
where he served as the Acting Head, senior lecturer and
researcher. He was the Director of the Ujamaa Centre
for Community Development
and Research. He has a PhD
in Theology and Development
with a specific focus on Education; Religion & Governance
and Methodist Transformation.
He is an internationally recognised scholar and author.

Dr Marie was the first
appointed staff member of the
SMMS in 2008. Prior to this,
Rowanne was the Head of
the Church and Development
Programme at the Evangelical
Seminary of Southern Africa
(ESSA), where she served
for 8 years. Her experience
in Higher Education has
allowed her to successfully
steer the Seminary through its
accreditation and registration
as a Private Higher Provider.

PhD

PhD (UKZN)
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Rev Norman
Raphahlela
Dean of the Chapel

Rev Maurice
Mpeta-Phiri
Director of Finance
& Administration

Rev Raphahlela comes to
SMMS from the Education
for Ministry and Mission Unit
where he served as Director
for 7 years. He was a member
of the International Conference
of Police Chaplaincy and rose
to Master Chaplain. He was
Police Chaplain for 14 years,
where he was appointed
Chairperson for the Human
Rights and Code of Conduct at
SADC Level. Rev Raphahlela
was General Secretary of
the Africa Police Chaplain
Association working closely
with the Pan-African Christian
Police Association.

Rev Mpeta-Phiri joined SMMS
in 2011 to serve in the Finance
office as the Accountant for the
Seminary before being promoted in 2013 to the position
of Head of Finance and Administration. Maurice has been
working as an accountant for
over 25 years (7 years with
KPMG Chartered Accountants and 18 years in industry).
Maurice is an ordained minister and served as a full time
minister for eight years. He is
currently studying towards a
PhD.

BTh (Hons)
Dip Theology, Dip Leadership BTh, MA, Dip.Bus.Studies

Christel
Robinson
Registrar

BA, HED, BEd,
Dip Bib. Studs.
Ms Robinson, Acting Registrar,
served for 12 years as national
director of an international
Christian
media
ministry,
developing
“Equipping
to Share”, a discipleship
programme. Her interests
include Christian Counselling
and prison ministry. She
served as the undergraduate
administrator at the former
School of Religion and
Theology,
UKZN,
before
commencing her position as
Administrator at SMMS in
January 2011.

STAFF
HEADS OF UNITS

Dr Eraste Nyirimana
Head: Community Life

Dr Kennedy Owino
Head: Special
Programmes Unit

PhD (UKZN)

PhD (UKZN)

Dr Ken Chisa
Head Librarian
PhD (UNISA)

SUPPORT STAFF

Bishop William Dlamini
Bishop in Residence

Rev Akhona Gxamza
Seminary Pastor

Ms Sandra Knoop
PA to the President

Ms Ntombifuthi Mthombeni

Rev Joey Naika

Mr Emanuel Dlomo

Librarian

BSocSc, PG Dip Info Studies

FEM Assistant
MPhil

Library Assistant

Kudzai Taruona
Communications and
IDO
MA (UZ)

Rev Louis Williams
Head: FEM
MAppSc

Ms Gaynor Harvey
Ms Gladys Mpeta-Phiri
Bookkeeper
Special Projects Co-ordinator
BTh, MA

Ms Nokuthula Mkhize Ms Khethiwe Mncwabe
General Admin
General Admin

ADJUNCT STAFF

Rev Delme Linscott
MTh
Rev Martin Mujinga
MA

Mr Clement Luthuli
General Admin

Ms Nonhlanhla
Mbanjwa
General Admin

Ms Prosperity
Ngubane
General Admin

Albert Bangirana
MA
Ms Jenny Stanier
Teacher’s Snr Diploma
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COMMUNITY LIFE
FORMATION
It is through communal living that the teachings of SMMS are tested. Seminarians are required to live together
shoulder to shoulder as a community. They bring together very diverse experiences of life that are often lived
separately. Precisely because the church is the community of all believers and that a common nation has to be
built from this diversity of languages and cultures, the challenge is for them to grow into a cohesive unit. They
learn to live out the prophetic call for unity in diversity. Currently the Seminary comprises seminarians from 14
different communities, tasked to form a coherent community. In the same vein the staff also comprises people
from diverse backgrounds, with tried and tested experiences in the destructive nature of division and the quest
for unity. SMMS puts primacy on equipping leaders to work out carefully those things that people should be doing
together without unduly infringing on one another’s space. SMMS is bold in tackling and even engaging those
areas that are usually considered too sensitive or divisive to deal with.
SMMS prides itself in helping the seminarians learn to live together respectfully and in dynamic joy as a
community beyond gender, race and ethnic differences. This is a goal we pursue vigorously and tirelessly. It is
as a community in which we learn to think out ways to overcome the difficulties that come with diversity. Our
society is a changing society that can only be blessed by diversity, provided that diversity is approached with
honesty and a burning desire for unity.
The Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary’s vision is of leaders who are so formed in their understanding and
passion for the Gospel of Jesus Christ that they put it in the centre of all life for irrevocable transformation. Whilst
these virtues and skills have special relevance for the church, they represent characteristics we believe are
equally desirable for all transformative leaders working for a just, democratic society, recognising the cultural
diversity of our context and expressing our explicit intention to embrace diversity.

FIELD EDUCATION AND MINISTRY
Field Education and Ministry (FEM) is a formation course wherein all seminarians are sent to NGOs, agencies,
advocacy organizations, HIV/AIDS programs, public schools, Red Cross, New Prison and others, totalling about
17-19 agencies. These agencies, referred to as our FEM partners, open their doors for our seminarians to
volunteer 3.5 hours every second week. The partners take seriously their roles in helping train ministers by
providing supervision, mentoring, coaching, and evaluating the seminarians in their respective programs.
Seminarians are provided workbooks that required weekly reflections, an assigned scripture and a reflection
on the agency experience. To guide these reflections, we pose questions designed to relate the scriptures to
the experience, causing the seminarian to look introspectively and reveal what he or she saw as surprising,
shocking, and fruitful. The FEM programme also offers seminarians opportunities to grow in leadership and
group formation, as well as giving them opportunities for honest self-reflection on self and others.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
THE BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY DEGREE
Biblical Studies
Objective: To provide seminarians with a thorough knowledge of the world in which the biblical texts were composed
through introducing them to the history, sociology, and ideas of that world. Seminarians are expected to study both biblical
languages as an integral part of this. This provides the basis for the seminarians to develop skills in exegesis or interpretation of the Bible, learning to read the text at many levels. The courses on biblical hermeneutics and social issues seek to
enable seminarians to relate the biblical texts to the situations they encounter and to use them with integrity as a source
for doing theology.
Biblical Studies I
BIB101 – Introduction to Old Testament
BIB102 – Introduction to New Testament
Biblical Studies II
BIB201 – Introduction to Classical Hebrew
BIB202 – Old Testament Themes
BIB203 – Hellenistic Greek
BIB204 – Pauline Writings
Biblical Studies III
BIB301 – Critical Tools for Biblical Studies
BIB 302 – The Bible in Contex
Theological Studies
Objective: To introduce seminarians to the central doctrines of the Christian faith as these have evolved in Christian history,
their interrelationships, and their implications for society and the life and ministry of the church; To challenge seminarians
to examine the implications of Christian Doctrine for Africa and/or any other context; To develop the seminarians’ capacity
for considering ethical issues, and making ethical judgments and decisions in tune with their respective faith convictions
and biblical / theological values.
Theology I
SYS101 – Introduction to Systematic Theology “God and Creation”
Theology II
SYS201 – Introductions to Doctrines II
SYS203 – Introduction to Christian Ethics
Theology III
SYS301 –Denominational Theology
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
History of Christianity
Objective: To present seminarians with a survey of the development of the Christian church from the Apostolic period to the
present by examining significant events in the development of the Christian church; To equip them to critically evaluate the
past through the lens of the present, and the present through the lens of the past; To encourage an awareness of the church
as a living community whose past developments have continual relevance for today.
Church History I
CHH101 – Establishing the Church I
CHH102 – Establishing the Church II
Church History II
CHH201 – Reformation and its Consequences
CHH202 – The Church in Southern Africa
Church History III
CHH301 – Denominational History
Practice of Christian Ministry and Mission
Objective: To equip seminarians to understand and respond to the mission imperative; to give theological focus to the history, methodologies, ideologies, and concepts of expansion, outreach, and frontier-crossing that have shaped the church
across centuries and continents; to equip seminarians to bear authentic, sensitive, inclusive and holistic witness to the essential faith convictions of Christianity; to prepare seminarians to live out their faith in the secular realm with proper regard
to diversity, multi-cultural and inter-faith relations.
PCMM104 – Preaching 1: Understanding People and Yourself
PCMM202 – Community Development and Theology
PCMM204 – Preaching 2: Liturgy and Preaching
PCMM300 – The Identity and Mission of the Church
PCMM301 – Pastoral Care and Counseling
PCMM303 – Transformational Leadership for Ministry and Mission
PCMM304 – Preaching 3: Sacraments and Preaching
PCMM306 – Introduction to Ecumenism
Fundamental Studies
Objective: To provide a framework for fundamental courses and electives that expose seminarians to subjects that equip
them for study, instill passion for study, and which relate theological and church studies to the broader social context in
which seminarians for the ministry of the church may be appointed to serve.
FAS101 – Fundamental Academic Skills
FDS 102 – Academic Writing/ Research Skills
Total credits required: 384
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
DIPLOMA IN PRACTICAL MINISTRY

Biblical Studies
Objective: To provide seminarians with a thorough knowledge of the world in which the biblical texts were composed
through introducing them to the history, sociology, and ideas of that world. Seminarians are expected to study both biblical
languages as an integral part of this. This provides the basis for the seminarians to develop skills in exegesis or interpretation of the Bible, learning to read the text at many levels. The courses on biblical hermeneutics and social issues
seek to enable seminarians to relate the biblical texts to the situations they encounter and to use them with integrity as a
source for doing theology.
Biblical Studies I
BIB101 – Introduction to Old Testament
BIB102 – Introduction to New Testament
Biblical Studies II
BIB202 – Old Testament Themes
BIB204 – Pauline Writings
Biblical Studies III
BIB301 – Critical Tools for Biblical Studies
BIB 302 – The Bible in Context
Theological Studies
Theology I
SYS101 – Introduction to Systematic Theology “God and Creation
SYS102 – Introduction to Doctrines I
Theology II
SYS201 – Introductions to Doctrines II
SYS203 – Introduction to Christian Ethics
Theology III
SYS301 –Denominational Theology
SF 300 - The Identity and Purpose of the Church
History of Christianity
Objective: To present seminarians with a survey of the development of the Christian church from the Apostolic period to
the present by examining significant events in the development of the Christian church; To equip them to critically evaluate the past through the lens of the present, and the present through the lens of the past; To encourage an awareness of
the church as a living community whose past developments have continual relevance for today.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
Church History I
CHH101 – Establishing the Church I
CHH102 – Establishing the Church II
Church History II
CHH201 – Reformation and its Consequences
CHH202 – The Church in Southern Africa
Church History III
CHH301 – Denominational History
Practice of Christian Ministry and Mission
Objective: To equip seminarians to understand and respond to the mission imperative; to give theological focus to the
history, methodologies, ideologies, and concepts of expansion, outreach, and frontier-crossing that have shaped the
church across centuries and continents; to equip seminarians to bear authentic, sensitive, inclusive and holistic witness
to the essential faith convictions of Christianity; to prepare seminarians to live out their faith in the secular realm with
proper regard to diversity, multi-cultural and inter-faith relations.
PCMM104 – Preaching 1: Theory of Worship and Public Speaking
PCMM202 – Community Development and Theology
PCMM204 – Preaching 2: Liturgy and Preaching
PCMM300 – The Identity and Mission of the Church
PCMM301 – Pastoral Care and Counseling
PCMM303 – Transformational Leadership for Ministry and Mission
PCMM304 – Preaching 3: Sacraments and Preaching
PCMM306 – Introduction to Ecumenism
Fundamental Studies
Objective: To provide a framework for fundamental courses and electives that expose seminarians to subjects that equip
them for study, instill passion for study, and which relate theological and church studies to the broader social context in
which seminarians for the ministry of the church may be appointed to serve.
FAS101 – Fundamental Academic Skills
FDS101 – English Language
Total credits required: 360
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
HIGHER CERTIFICATE IN CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
SMMS offers the HCCM to encourage and promote the development of basic theological education for church leaders.
The Programme offers the following core components:
• Biblical Studies
• Theological Studies • History of Christianity
• Practice of Christian Ministry and Mission
• Denominational Studies (optional)
A total of 8 courses (120 credits at 15 credits per course) need to be completed in order to qualify for the Higher Certificate. Students will be required to attend 2 seminars (1 each semester) at SMMS. As a long distance provider of theological education, SMMS will provide tutorials and course materials/academic readers either in spiral bound, electronically
emailed or posted to registered students.
All students are required to do a compulsory study skills and assignment writing tutorial, “An Introduction to Academic
Writing.” This course will enable students to write assignments according to the academic standard as required by the
seminary.
Registered students are to register for a minimum of two courses per semester:
Year 1: First Semester
Second Semester
Biblical Studies 1: Introduction to the Bible
Introduction to Church History:
		 Overview of the Bible, Basic exegesis / eisegesis		 Including History of Christianity in Africa and
						 particular denominational ‘Church History’
						 (e.g. Methodism in Southern Africa etc.)
Community Development 1
Homiletics 1		
		
		 Working with Communities		 Sermon Construction, Liturgy and Worship
		
					
Year 2: First Semester
Second Semester
Biblical Studies 2: Exegesis
Biblical Studies 3: The Synoptic Gospels
Old Testament – Genesis, Exodus, Psalms, 		 Matthew, Mark and Luke
		 Prophets, New Testament – Pauline Texts
Theology 1: Introduction to Doctrines
Distinctive Denominational Studies/theology:
		 Creation, God & Christology;		 (e.g. Wesleyan Studies/Spirituality;
		 Soteriology & Eschatology		 essential theologies &amp; its practice ) OR
						 Denominational theological
						 reflections/Pastoral Care
A description of the courses can be downloaded from: http://smms1.dyndns.org/index.php/programmes/academic-programme.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCE IN MINISTRY (CCM)
As a provider of distance learning in theological education, SMMS offers the CCM as an in-house programme
intended to train candidates who have offered or intend to offer themselves for lay ministries within the MCSA.
The CCM is pitched at a NQF4 certificate level and is specifically tailored for persons who do not have a Matric
(Grade 12) as the educational entry required for the HCCM program. The CCM will enrol learners who are
seeking to participate in lay ministries within the MCSA.
The program will enrol learners as follow:
Certificate of Competence in Ministry (CCM) – Grade 7 up to (old standard) 11.
To qualify for admission to the programmes, candidates will need to have cognitive skills at a mature age and
give proof to be in possession of a Junior Certificate or not. Those who therefore wish to have a recognisable
certificate by EMMU-SMMS in order to participate in the lay ministries of the MCSA are encouraged to apply.
Candidates enrolling for CCM must take note of the following:
(i) The certificates awarded are in recognition from SMMS and EMMU that they have successfully completed
training as required for lay ministry by MCSA.
(ii) The certificate awarded is not credit bearing. This means, the courses have no transferable credits to any
other institutions of higher learning in the discipline of theology.
(iii) Completion of courses in CCM does not allow progression into the Higher Certificate in Christian Ministry
at SMMS.
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BECOME A ‘FRIEND OF SMMS’
Dear Friends in Christ,
The Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary has now been open and training ministers for six years: and what an exciting and
sometimes heart breaking journey it has been. For those of you who continue to support us with your prayers and gifts we
thank you. SMMS belongs to all Methodist people of Southern Africa and we are grateful for the positive way in which we
have been embraced by the Methodist people.
One of our most pressing challenges at this point is to augment our R14 million per annum budget for the long term
sustainability and growth of the institution. We are grateful for the fact that the Church gave us permission to lease our two
blocks of flats on Alexandra Road to the University of KwaZulu-Natal for student accommodation. Whilst this has helped us
to cover some aspects of our expenditure we still have a shortfall.
At present each circuit contributes a portion of their budget as directed by Districts and this amount is split between EMMU
and SMMS. This amount makes up part of the 51% which is the MCO subsidized portion of our budget (to which the annual
MSF is added), that leaves us with the other 49% to raise to cover all our maintenance costs and to grow our academic
formation programmes. For this reason, we are embarking on a campaign to establish a “Friends of SMMS” group. A group
of people who are passionate about ministerial training and formation and who would like to commit to helping us achieve
our mission statement - ‘forming transforming leaders for church and nation’.
The debit order form below can be taken to your bank to set up a monthly contribution. We are asking for donations from
individuals of R50, and from societies and circuits donations of R250 - R500 per month. Perhaps this could be part of your
tithe to the work of God? For those who would like to support and partner with us in this way, we will send quarterly news
and reports (both narrative and financial) in order to keep our friends up to date about how the money is being used.
For further information please contact: Sandra Knoop at sandra@smms.ac.za or call on 033 846 8600
We thank you in anticipation of your positive response to this call.
Sincerely,
Prof SR Kumalo,
President of Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary
Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary 		

Bank Debit Order			

Authority & Mandate

NAME: .......................................................................................
A. Authority to debit bank account
Name of beneficiary
Account name:
Seth Mokitim Methodist Seminary
Bank:
First National Bank (FNB)
Branch:
Hayfields Branch
SWIFT:
FIRNZAJJ
Branch code:
221425
Account No:
62216384876
Account type:
Current
			

B. Payee
Account name:

.............................................................................

Bank:

.............................................................................

Branch:

.............................................................................

SWIFT:

..............................................................................

Branch code:

.............................................................................

Account No:

.............................................................................

Account type:

Current/Savings

Email address:

.............................................................................

Obligation due: 		

R.................................................

Payment amount:		

R.................................................

Regular payment:		

R..................................................

First payment date:

R..................................................

Signatory:.......................................................................................

Date: ...............................................................................
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Without the generous support of the Methodist people in both Southern Africa and abroad, SMMS would struggle to fulfil
its mandate to impact the Kingdom of God. Thank you to all who continue to support us.

DONATIONS CAN BE PAID INTO:
First National Bank,
Hayfields Branch (221 425),

SMMS, Current Account no: 6221 6384 876.

THE GENERAL BOARD OF GLOBAL MINISTRIES:
Advance #3021410
For more information, visit: www.umcmission.org
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Some Campus Landmarks
The Bethelsklip/Martyrs Memorial Fountain
The rock comes from Bethelsklip where Rev Barnabas Shaw began his
ministry amongst the Namaqua people in 1816.
The fountain recalls the deaths of Revs WilliamThrelfall and Jacob
Links, and Ev. Johannes Jager, who were martyred at Warmbad while on a
preaching journey in what is now Namibia.
The 12 fountains represent the 12 Methodist Districts that have grown
from this missionary endeavour.

Great Canopy
The Great Canopy under which you enter, is a reminder of the protective
overshadowing of God’s Spirit, present with the people of Israel in their
journey through the wilderness. It also represents the tent of hospitality
and welcome, offering sanctuary, shade and shelter to all who enter
here.

Life Door
The Life Door reminds all who enter this place of Jesus’ promise of life in
all its fullness. We pray that they will find all persons in this Seminary living
and sharing Jesus’ new life of grace and truth.

The Chapel of Christ the Servant
The Chapel is the focus of the Seminary’s life, with regular
worship for the Seminary Community. The Chapel’s two
great doors, the largest in Southern Africa, symbolise the
unconditional hospitality of Jesus – arms spread wide to the
world in welcome.

The Nelson Mandela & Robert Sobukwe Library
This library brings together the names of two great sons of Methodism.
It is the only place where those iconic names of the two great liberation
leaders and Robben Island prisoners, who differed ideologically, appear
together. It is thus named as a commitment to the Kingdom virtues of justice, reconciliation and unity, to remind Seminarians of Methodism’s many
contributions to the liberation struggle.

The Prayer Garden
The Garden remembers the witness of Methodist women and honours
the first woman to be ordained in the MCSA, Rev. Constance Oosthuizen, and the first woman Bishop, Rev. Purity Malinga.

